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Bridge Built 1500 or earlier
No.

BRIDGE

OS Location

DATE

N1

Belasis Bridge

NZ 190 777

17th C

N2

Berwick Old Bridge

NT 993 528

17th C

N3

Broomhaugh Bridge

NZ 018 614

17th C

N4

Corbridge Bridge

NY 989 642

1674

N5

Devils Water Old Bridge

NY 976 634

14th C
2

N22

No.
N6

BRIDGE
Dilston Earl’s Bridge

OS Location
NY 974 633

DATE
17th C

N7

Felton Bridge

NU 185 003

15th C

N8

Ford Bridge

NT 939 375

16/19th C

N9

Hartford Bridge

NZ 243 800

16th C?

N10

Haydon Old Bridge

NY 843 643

17th C

N11

Hexham Abbey Bridge

NY 934 642

13th C?

N12

Lesbury Bridge

NU 233 116

15th C

N13

Linnolds Bridge

NY 955 617

1698

N14

Middleton Footbridge

NZ 061 851

17th C

N15

Morpeth Chantry Bridge

NZ 200 859

13th C

N16

Newcastle Old Tyne Br.

NZ 251 637

13th C

N17

Ovingham PH Bridge

NZ 084 636

17th C

N18

Prudhoe Castle Bridge

NZ 093 634

14th C

N19

Rothbury Bridge

NU 059 016

15th C

N20

Salter’s Bridge

NZ 255 685

16th C?

N21

Seaton Burn Footbridge

NZ 318 743

17/18th C

N22

Twizel Bridge

NT 885 433

15th C

N23

Warkworth Bridge

NU 248 062

14th C

N24

Weetwood Bridge

NU 019 295

16th C

Information sheets are provided for the bridges listed.
All the bridges have been visited, except for Newcastle Old Tyne Bridge where access to the surviving
arches is very restricted.
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N1. Bellasis Bridge carries a minor road across the River Blyth, just downstream from the confluence of the
River Pont with that river, to the west of the village of Stannington. There are two arches, both segmental; the
larger, which is the river arch has a pronounced hogback and spans around 7.5m. A smaller flood arch is to the
south, and both have a single arch ring on each face surmounted by hood moulds, but only the river arch rings
are lightly chamfered. Between the arches is a large pier on a concrete plinth; there is a large triangular cutwater,
carried up to a refuge of the same shape on the upstream (west) face, but on the east face there is no cutwater
though there is a shallow, rectangular refuge. The carriageway is 3.5m wide and has not been widened, though
at first sight the colouration of the soffits below the river arch suggests it might have been. The fabric is rubble
with roughly squared stones. The Listing suggests that the bridge dates from the 16th or 17th centuries, with the
parapets an 18th century addition. The earlier date is suggested by the chamfering of the arch rings, and its
appearance on Saxton’s 1575 map, so although overall the bridge looks less old, I must go with the 16th century.
The upper photograph was taken from upstream, the lower, downstream; access is good around the bridge.
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N2. Berwick Old Bridge was unusual in its
time in that it spanned the estuary of a major
river, the River Tweed within a mile of the sea,
long

before

such

bridges

became

commonplace. It was the first masonry bridge
in Berwick-upon-Tweed, built in the years
1611-34, but was the successor to several
earlier bridges, all wooden, including one
swept away by floods in 1191, another
demolished by the Scots in 1345 and a Tudor
bridge swept away by floods and ice in 1608.
It is said that King James VI of Scotland on his
way to London to possess himself of the
English throne was nervous about entrusting
his person to the Tudor bridge, but it was its
destruction rather than the royal concerns that
led to the rebuild. The present bridge, made
of coursed rubble, comprises 15 segmental arches, each with double unchamfered arch rings in two orders,
increasing in height towards the Berwick end; the greatest span is 23m, and the highest, 4.5m. There are 14
substantial piers, with cut-waters on each face rising to squared refuges; there are decorative symbols above the
points of the cutwaters, and stepped string courses, as shown in the photograph above. The total length of the
bridge is almost 250m, and the width between the parapets varies slightly around 5.5m. The bridge now carries
one-way traffic south, having been bypassed in the early 20th century by a 3-arch concrete bridge, upstream. The
bridge is easily viewed from all directions, and the two road bridges, together with the 19th century railway viaduct,
and the few remains of the medieval castle, have been much painted and photographed.
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N3. Broomhaugh Bridge spans the Riding Mill Burn, just to the north of the parish church in Riding Mill village,
which lies on the south bank of the River Tyne east of Corbridge on the A695. There is a single shallow
segmental arch made of coursed rubble, which splays out on the south bank of the stream. The bridge is 1.1m
wide. The Listing describes it as probably 17th century, but incorporating older fabric, most of which is apparently
located in the south abutment. The parapets have been rebuilt, perhaps in the 19th century, and this perhaps
explains why the bridge, called locally but very inaccurately Roman Bridge, looks less old than it is. Easy to view
from the tarred pathway carried by the bridge, there is no access at river bank level. Interestingly, Hinchcliffe
did not include it as a possible packhorse bridge, though it was very much on ‘his patch’, and this may be an
indication that its original function was to give access to the church which has 13th century origins, rather than
to serve less local needs.
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N4. Corbridge Bridge once carried the A68 over the River Tyne, but was bypassed in the late 20 th century, so
now carries local traffic only. The first bridge on the site was built in 1235, but it became so dilapidated that it
had to be replaced by the present structure which was built in 1674, and was the only bridge over the Tyne to
survive more or less unscathed a great flood in 1771, although water is alleged to have reached almost to the
top of its parapets; incredible really, viewing the photograph. The bridge comprises 7 segmental arches with
double unchamfered arch rings, the lower being recessed. There are triangular cutwaters which rise by steps to
trapezoidal refuges. The bridge was widened in 1881, by corbelling out the parapets in a decorative manner;
the bridge width was thereby increased from 3.6m to 4.5m. The fabric is mainly coursed square blocks, though
the recent changes to the parapets are close to ashlar. The total length of the bridge is 146m, with arch spans
in the range 13.2 to 19.2m. Both faces are easily viewed.
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N5. Devils Water Old Bridge The scanty
remains of this medieval bridge are located
beside Dilston Mill, about 100m down a lane
which leads south from the A695, immediately
west of its bridge over the Devils Water, a
tributary of the River Tyne. This bridge, not to
be confused with the Earl’s Bridge further
upstream, appears to have been reduced to
rubble-built abutments, with that on the
western bank shown in the photograph. A
photograph taken in 1950, shows in addition,
a central pier which would be visible in my
photograph were it still to exist 65 years later,
so it must have collapsed in the interim. The Listing claims that it survives, wrongly now I think, and that it and
the west abutment show traces of the springing of chamfered ribs. So it can be surmised that the bridge had two
ribbed arches. The Listing dates the bridge to the 14th century, with some 19th century refurbishment, but I have
found no indication as to when it actually collapsed. Unfortunately, the density of foliage prevented me from
obtaining any photograph from near at hand, so the long range one taken from the bridge carrying the A695 has
been used. It is arguable that I should remove this entry, but there are still visible traces, so it has been retained.
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N6. Dilston Earl’s Bridge carries a track over
the Devil’s Water, a small right bank tributary
of the River Tyne, and is to be found quite
near to Dilston Castle, a few miles to the east
of Hexham. Jervoise dates it to around 1620,
and refers to the double arch rings, which are
in two orders and well seen in the photograph
alongside. The fabric is squared stone, near
ashlar, and the soffits are of especially neat
small grade material. The single segmental
arch has a span of just over 15m, and the
width between the parapets is close to 2.4m.
The bridge is hog-backed, as seen in the
photograph below (both here were taken by
Alastair and Heather Robertson) and there
are roll-moulded string courses below the
parapets

which

are

clearly

of

later

provenance; the strings continue onto the
wider splayed abutments. The bridge is
elegant and has been particularly well maintained. Access is reasonably easy; the track referred to above is a right
of way.
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N7. Felton Bridge was for centuries on the direct road from Newcastle to Berwick, so it was for long the site of
the most important crossing of the River Coquet. There is documentary evidence for a bridge in the 13th century,
but the structure visible now may have been built in the 15 th or 16th century, and it appears on the Saxton map
of 1575. The fabric is coursed squared sand-stone blocks and it has 3 nearly semi-circular arches, each with
four unchamfered ribs, giving a total length of 38m, made up from 2 heavy piers of breadth c4.5m, and 3 arches
of span, c10m. There are double arch rings in 2 orders on the original face, the upper is chamfered. The bridge
was widened on the upstream (western) side, during the 18 th or 19th century, from just over 3m to 6.2m, the
addition was not ribbed. The northern arch of the bridge has also been widened on the downstream side, in
tooled-and-margined stone to form a curved approach as can be clearly seen on the photograph taken from
downstream which is presented below. There are pointed cutwaters with pedestrian recesses above. The parapet
is modern. Relatively little traffic now crosses the bridge, because a concrete by-pass bridge was built close
downstream in 1926/27, and late in the same century, a bypass round the village was built for the A1. Access is
good, though the proximity of the new bridge to the medieval downstream face of the old bridge is regrettable.
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N8. Ford Bridge carries the B6353 over the
River Till, a short distance from the village of
Ford. It comprises two segmental river arches,
each of span 10.2m, and a flood arch of span
5.5 m to the west, both ashlar-built. According
to the Listing, most of the bridge which can be
seen now was erected in 1809, replacing a
single-arched bridge, but there is confusion
beyond that. A book on Northumberland
bridges by Dickens, states that the bridge was
rebuilt in 1865, following a request that the
standing bridge should be widened, but as can
be seen from the picture below, there is no
evidence for this in the neat ashlar soffits. The carriageway is now 5.5m wide, and the parapets are 1m high,
otherwise there are double arch rings with the deeper lower ones slightly recessed. Unfortunately, the flood arch,
which if the Listing is correct, is the most interesting feature was virtually inaccessible to me, protected by barbed
wire and obscured by dense vegetation even in winter. A round arch, presumably dating from 1809 is just about
visible to the left on the upstream photograph below. I was dubious about the statement in the Listing that the
downstream face displays a shallow segmental arch with a chamfered arch ring outside 4 heavy, square, closeset ribs. However I have found the photograph above in a parish plan, and while not absolutely conclusive
because it is another upstream view, albeit from the west bank, but two unchamfered ribs are visible. The
evidence that this arch was approximately doubled in width and may date from the 15th or 16th century is credible,
given that a bridge here does appear on Saxton’s 1575 map, though the suggestion that it was then linked to a
single river arch is not backed by evidence of which I am aware.
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N9. Hartford Bridge carries the A192 over
the River Blyth just south of Bedlington.
Both Jervoise and the Listing refer to a 15th
or 16th century component of the bridge now
standing, and it appears on Saxton’s 1575
map, but limitations in access downstream
(east) of the bridge make it difficult to
confirm the truth of this. It is suggested that
the bridge was widened in 1688, then
widened again and partly rebuilt in 1904.
The view of the soffits, upper photograph,
confirms that there have been at least two
widening operations, but none of the visible
structure of the bridge seems to support the
1688 date. The western face below parapet
level is similar in colouration to the soffits
associated with the widening on that side,
but snecked and rock-faced in a manner
which suggests it was built long after 1688.
This circle would be squared if there had
been another later, albeit small-scale,
widening at this face. The soffits to the east,
the parts of the east face visible from the
roadway,

and

the

parapets

are

commensurate with the 1904 date. It has
been claimed that the northern arch, viewed
from the east was pointed, with triple
chamfered arch rings, but presumably it will
be at least partly concealed by the 1904
additions. Turning again to the soffits it is
possible that the middle portions, viewed below the two southern arches, though not visible below the northern
arch because of a fallen tree, correspond to the medieval bridge, stated to be 2.5m wide by Jervoise. So the
history might be as follows; a medieval bridge with three pointed arches, the largest spanning c9m, existed until
1688; two segmental arches replaced the southern arches at that date; it was widened upstream about 100 years
later; and finally widened downstream, early in the 20th century. However, the evidence for much of this is tenuous
and I have found no photograph taken from downstream at any time, save from the roadway like my own, and it
shows nothing of the northern arch. The east, downstream face has large triangular cutwaters carrying shallow
pilaster buttresses, and a band below the parapet, which has chamfered coping. The west face has lower curved
cutwaters with moulded cornices, and similar pilasters, the latter a characteristic of post-1700 bridges.
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N10. Haydon Old Bridge crosses the River South Tyne a few miles to the west of Hexham. Wooden bridges
at the site have been documented since the late 13th century, but the first stone bridge was built in the 17th
century; presumably the bridge shown on Saxton’s 1575 map must have been wooden. The Listing indicates
that this is the bridge of which parts can be seen now, in spite of the fact that a massive flood in 1771 is
commonly stated to have swept away every bridge on the river, saving that at Corbridge. Of course, it is likely
that whole arches, were saved, and incorporated in the new structure. However, the bridge suffered further
calamities as arches fell in 1806, 1815, and 1909, before in 1970 a new wider bypass bridge was opened,
leaving the old bridge to carry pedestrians only. It has 6 segmental arches, and is crowned, reaching its high
point at the fourth arch from the south. The four arches on that side are similar in aspect with recessed, dressed
arch rings, and the largest spans are c17.8m, but the two to the north rebuilt in the early 20th century, one of
which can be seen on the right in the photograph, have the roadway supported, and the arch formed by three
large concrete ribs, making the bridge a rather curious hybrid. The bridge is relatively narrow, in the order of
3.5m wide, but there are refuges where the large triangular cutwaters rise to roadway level, tapering in
somewhat; these cutwaters are attached to piers which are heavier towards the south. The fabric of the whole
bridge, apart from the concrete parts of the northern two arches is coursed rubble tending towards ashlar. Overall,
the appearance of the bridge fits a late 17th century build-date quite well, but thanks to the various rebuilds, it is
difficult to say how much masonry now standing, dates from then. The bridge is easily viewed in most aspects,
as in the view from the east, below.
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N11. Hexham Abbey Bridge is referred to in
its Listing as ‘the Bridge over Halgut Burn’.
Jervoise correctly locates the bridge to the
west of the north transept of Hexham Abbey,
but puzzlingly refers to an absence of
parapets, whereas on one face at least they
could hardly be more prominent. The bridge
now serves as the outlet for a piped section of
the

aforementioned

stream

which

runs

underneath a park. Looking at the upper
photograph,

it

can

be

seen

that

the

downstream portion of the bridge comprises
an ashlar-built pointed arch, with double arch
rings in two orders, and smooth cemented
soffits, perhaps 3m wide. Behind that, to the
left, there are signs of chamfered ribs
springing from floor level, though it would be
an act of faith to claim sight of the four referred
to by Jervoise and the Listing, or that that the
supported arch is definitely pointed. Further
behind is a beam resting on block supports,
and then a segmental arch, brick built save for
the stone voussoirs in a single arch ring which
may be recessed. At the very back there are
signs of the cemented channel, which
presumably extends under the park. Jervoise
and the Listing quote a 13th century build-date,
though neither is clear as to which part of the
structure was built then; presumably this implies a link with the nearby abbey. The best candidate would be the
hardly visible ribbed section, but strangely the Listing assigns an 18th century date to it. I will stick with the earliest
date given by these authorities but append a question mark. Jervoise gives a total width of only 3.6m, impossible
to reconcile with what can be seen, which is clearly greater if unmeasurable, and a span of 4.5m. The lower picture
shows the embellishments added in the 19th century.
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N12. Lesbury Bridge carried the A1068 road over the River Aln from Lesbury towards Warkworth, but it has
recently been bypassed. The bridge comprises two arches, one segmental over the main river channel, the
other pointed; both span just less than 11m; the implication is that they were built at different times. The bridge
was widened downstream, (the viewpoint for the upper photograph), in 1848 from 3m to 6.3m, though arch
shapes and the triple arch rings in three orders of the older, upstream face were rather surprisingly duplicated.
The bridge originally of coursed rubble, but with ashlar modifications, is thought to date from the 15th century,
with the massive central pier, 4.3m in breadth, and the upstream cutwater definite survivors from then. The
stonework around the upstream face of the pointed arch also looks as though it may date from then. It is
surprising that the bridge does not appear on Saxton’s 1575 map. The two large cutwaters are carried upwards
to form substantial refuges. Access is easy, but it is unfortunate that the upstream view is so much obscured by
scrubby bushes and trees. The upper photograph shows the downstream view of the face rebuilt in 1848, but
the lower is an upstream view of the medieval pointed arch, showing in particular the chamfering of the arch
rings, with the soffits providing evidence of the widening.
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N13. Linnolds Bridge, also spelt ‘Linnels’,
carries the B6306 over the Devil’s Water, a
right bank tributary of the River Tyne; it is
three miles south-east of Hexham. Jervoise
pronounces that it was built in 1698, even
although the bridge carries an inscribed
tablet, now illegible, but apparently stating
that the bridge was built in 1581; other
authorities have agreed with Jervoise.
There is nothing in the appearance to sway
me towards the earlier date, though it
seems curious to have troubled to display
the tablet as prominently, (as can be seen
below) if it supplies wrong information; I guess there may have been an earlier bridge, but there is no other
evidence for it. The fabric is squared, coursed rubble and the single, lofty segmental arch has recessed arch
rings below hoodmoulds. There are splayed abutments, and the parapets have chamfered coping. The bridge
spans 13.5m, and the carriageway is 3m wide; with both approaches nearly at right-angles, crossing requires
care. Although the bridge can be viewed from downstream easily enough, the density of scrubby trees is such
that my photographs were very disappointing, hence the use of the copy of an old postcard.
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N14. Middleton Footbridge is in the middle
of a field, carrying an unpaved track over the
Middleton Burn, in a hamlet of the same name.
It is reached from the west by leaving the
A696 at Kirkwhelpington in Northumberland.
The single arch appears slightly pointed but
this is probably a result of distortion; the fabric is
rubble, with an unusual range of sizes of
individual squared blocks. The photograph of
the soffits, alongside suggests a widening
operation may have taken place, adding
perhaps a third to the bridge width, on the face
furthest from the camera, and the nearby road,
to give the present 3m or so. The single arch
rings are slightly recessed, formed from
roughly shaped voussoirs, and the approach trackway has been built up. The Listing suggests either the 17 th
century or the 18th century for the construction date of the bridge, but I think the earlier period, more likely given
that it was widened to only 3m. Whether, with a width of less than 2m, and low parapets, the bridge was once on
the main access route into the hamlet has to remain a matter for conjecture. It is easily viewed from the road, as
below.
[

.
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N15.

Morpeth

Chantry

Bridge,

which

crosses the River Wansbeck, was, until its
replacement by the Telford Bridge alongside it
in 1831, the main route into Morpeth from the
south on the Great North Road. It had been
built with two slightly pointed arches in the 13th
century; there were double arch rings and the
bridge was 3.5m wide. As would be expected
it

is

marked

on

Saxton’s

1575

map.

Afterwards, there was doubtless deterioration
in the condition of the old bridge, but the
decision to blow it up in 1834 was dictated by
the wish to prevent it being used to avoid
payment of tolls to cross by way of its
successor. All that was left was the central
pier and parts of the abutments. The remains on the south side are shown above, and there are indications that
four ribs might have sprung from just above the base to support the old bridge. One of the girders which now
support a footbridge which has utilised the surviving structures of the Chantry Bridge since later in the 19th
century, can be seen at the top right of the photograph. Below is a print showing the standing bridge; the northern
arch had a span of 15.6m, the southern, 17.4m, giving a total length of 38m. A chapel at the north end survives,
albeit restored, as a small museum, while there was once a gatehouse of some description to the south.
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N16. Newcastle Old Tyne Bridge was
located where the Swing Bridge is now, just
upstream from the iconic Tyne Bridge. A
Roman bridge, a wooden structure on stone
piers, probably crossed at the same point and
these piers may have been used in a late 11th
century wooden bridge, and by the stone-built
Old Tyne Bridge. The erection of the latter was
funded by Newcastle Corporation and the
then Bishop of Durham, after fire destroyed
its wooden predecessor in 1248. Documents
refer to damage by flooding thereafter, and
periods of dereliction followed by repairs, but the bridge survived for over 500 years; it is marked on Saxton’s
1575 map. It was 168m long and comprised 12 gothic arches, 3 of which were over land; spans were non-uniform
but the largest in the centre of the river may have been c10m, separated by piers of breadth 5.5m. The bridge
carried 21 houses which were jettied out over cutwaters, 2 gatehouses, a prison and a chapel, as shown below,
and until 1713, there was a drawbridge. Information about the bridge width is scanty, but old prints suggest there
was only 3m between the houses, though it may have been wider elsewhere. The upper photograph, posted by
a Mr. Ellwood, shows a surviving land arch spanning 6.3m (another is said to be under the swing bridge); it is of
Gothic form with 5 chamfered ribs, a pattern also seen on prints of the river arches, along with triple, chamfered
arch rings in 3 orders on some of them. On 6th November 1771, 3 arches were washed away by a flood which
broke all but one of the bridges along the River Tyne. The surviving river arches formed part of a temporary
replacement, but were demolished whenever a new bridge, also with 9 river arches was in place; it made way
in1876 for the swing bridge which stands today. A model was built for an exhibition in 1887, but although
photographs survive, it seems that the information on which it was based does not.
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N17. Ovingham Packhorse Bridge crosses the Whittle Burn, just short of its confluence with the River Tyne,
in the middle of the village from which it takes its name. There are two unequal segmental arches, with triangular
cutwaters upstream and downstream on the central pier. The total length is 12.5m, with the slightly larger
eastern arch contributing c6m, and the width is just less than 1.5m, between parapets of height 0.75m, which
may be later additions. The fabric is dressed squared stone, and there are single slightly recessed arch rings
made of heavily dressed voussoirs, below hood moulds. Jervoise suggests that the stream was crossed by a
ford until the mid-17th century when a bridge was built only to be severely damaged in 1697, so that what we
see now is either the result of a major repair, or a rebuild thereafter. Other observers have mainly concurred or
brought the build-date forward to the mid-18th century. As with most bridges made of heavily dressed stone, it
looks much less old, but my experience is that Jervoise was far more often right than wrong with dating, so I will
stick with the late-17th century. It now sits alongside a modern bridge, and is easily viewed, though railings and
trees rather get in the way.
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N18. Prudhoe Castle Bridge is immediately
to the north-east of the entrance to Prudhoe
Castle, carrying the continuation of the stub of
road leading there from Station Road. It
comprises a single smallish arch, spanning
c2m, and crossing a dean formed by a
nameless small stream. The lower stonework
is ashlar, but the parapets are of rubble. The
photographs show that the arch as viewed
from upstream is stilted and pointed, and that
there is a single roughly dressed chamfered
arch ring. In the upper photograph, in spite of
the obtrusive tree-trunk, it can be seen that
there are three substantial ribs, with some
signs of chamfering; they seem to follow a
semi-circular shape, cutting off the point of
the arch. This agrees with accounts stating that the arch as viewed from one face is semi-circular. The
downstream face is obscured by trees to such an extent that I was unable to obtain a convincing photograph, but
I am reasonably satisfied that I was looking at a semi-circular arch, with a single chamfered arch ring. The bridge
is now 3.75m wide between the parapets, and it has almost certainly been widened, perhaps from c2.5m. There
is a vertical line in the soffits in the upper photograph which may relate to this. I would date the bridge to the 14 th
century at latest, and it is a pity that no effort has been made to allow an all-round view of an important artefact,
especially given its proximity to an English Heritage site.
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N19. Rothbury Bridge probably dates to
c1490, and appears on Saxton’s 1575 map,
but was first documented in 1616. It carries
the B6342 over the River Coquet from the
town centre. Three arches are original; they
are deep segmental structures of span
c10.5m, resting on 4 chamfered ribs, 0.45m
wide, and as viewed from upstream have
double chamfered arch rings in two orders.
The photograph alongside shows three
original chamfered ribs to the right, an
additional rib added in the 16th century
possibly at the same time as a fourth
segmental arch without ribs was erected at the
southern end of the bridge, presumably as a
replacement. At this time the bridge was of
total length 54m and width 3.3m. In 1759 the
bridge was

widened

downstream,

(the

addition is to the left in the upper photograph),
to 5.4m, and stone parapets accommodating
refuges, above upstream and downstream
cutwaters, were added. The middle photograph shows the result of these changes. In 1927, the bridge was
further widened to 7.8m by supporting reinforced concrete extensions on the cutwaters on both faces of the
bridge, (just visible to the right in the upper photograph) and the parapets with their refuges were replaced by
metal railings, so that the bridge appearance was as in the lowest photograph. Major work has recently been
completed with the main aim of strengthening the bridge, but it was also decided to replace the railings by
obviously modern stone parapets; not be an improvement. As suggested by the lowest photograph, access
around the bridge is quite good but the need to adapt it to modern traffic needs has left it rather cluttered, even if
enough remains to appreciate the original structure.
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N20. Salters Bridge carries a minor road over
the Ouse Burn, a small north-bank tributary of
the River Tyne, into housing estates just off
the A189, to the north of Gosforth. The fabric
is rubble with coursed squared sandstone
blocks. There are two arches and viewed from
the north, the eastern arch, which spans c4m,
is pointed, resting on three unchamfered ribs,
which spring from a plain impost, and has
double arch rings in two orders; the upper is
chamfered,. As is clear in the photograph, the
bridge has been substantially widened, from
little more than 2m to more than 5m, and this
has been done by adding a segmental arch of ashlar build downstream. What preceded the western arch is
uncertain, but now it is segmental, and without embellishment, as are the two segmental arches seen from the
south. The upstream, northern triangular cutwater extends beyond a rectangular pillar which rises to a shallow
refuge; that downstream, is pointed but smaller and capped well below the crown of the arches. The parapets,
and indeed the northern refuge look to be relatively new additions. Dating is avoided by the authorities, but
perhaps the medieval arch was built in the early 16 th century; the remainder is unlikely to be much more than a
century old. The medieval part is easily viewed.
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N21. Seaton Burn Footbridge The bridge is
in the village of Holywell, south-east and
contiguous

with

Seaton

Delaval,

and

immediately to the west of the A192; it crosses
the Seaton Burn in Holywell Dene. It
comprises two segmental arches, each with
double arch rings

in 2 orders. There are

cutwaters on each face which rise to pilasters.
These latter features would normally suggest
a late 18th/early-19th century build date, but the
Listing

states

that

the

parapets,

and

presumably the pilaster with them have been
rebuilt. The fabric is squared dressed rubble,
except for the cutwaters, which are ashlar.
The trackway is a bit more than 4m wide, and
as can be seen in the upper photograph there
is no evidence of widening in the soffits. The
lower photograph shows the other features to
which I

make reference. There is an

inscription on the inside of the upstream
parapet stating that the bridge was built
c1700, and the Listing describes it as 17/18 th
century, and that is the dating I shall choose,
though as already suggested it would certainly
pass at first sight for later. Access is restricted
upstream but good downstream; unfortunately
a massive pipe crosses the burn immediately
downstream,

and

the

view

is

further

obstructed by foliage.
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N22. Twizel Bridge is a single arch bridge of late 15th or very early 16th century build-date, which is marked
on the Saxton map of 1575. It spans the River Till upstream from Twizel Castle, the arch extending over 27m;
remarkably, no masonry arch of greater span was built in the the British Isles until more than two centuries later.
It carried the A698 until 1983 when it was bypassed. In 1770 and 1820 alterations were made to coincide with
remodelling of the nearby Castle and at these times flood arches, a new parapet and the dentil cornices were
probably added. Structural repairs to strengthen the bridge were carried out in 1977. The building of the bridge
was attributed to the Selby family and it was thought to have been used by some of the English army prior to the
Battle of Flodden, fought nearby in 1513. It is built of squared stone with one high segmental arch resting on 5
narrow chamfered ribs; there are double chamfered arch rings in two orders. The bridge is 4.6m wide between
its parapets. Access and parking are easy, to view one of the finest old bridges in the country.
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N23. Warkworth Bridge, which crosses the
River Coquet, was erected to the north of the
village of Warkworth during the last quarter of
14th century, and is c42m long. It has two
segmental arches each with a span of 18m
springing from a mid-river pier and land
abutments. The pier, standing on a stout base
of several splayed courses, is hexagonal in
shape, with very large cutwaters; it is 6.6m in
breadth by 12m wide. The abutments have
long wing walls extending up and down the river. The arches rest on 4 ribs, the outer ribs being chamfered on
their exterior edge, and there are chamfered double arch rings in two orders. The parapet which encloses the
roadway, 3.3m in width, forms refuges above the cutwaters. The photograph above shows one of the only two
surviving bridge-head towers in the country (the other at Monnow Bridge, Monmouth is actually on the bridge);
this one was added soon after the bridge was built, though there is some 19th century restoration and patching.
It is a plain stone structure, (large squared stone, with cut dressings) pierced by an archway with a vault and
battlements, and a porter's chamber to the west. Viewed from the north the tower has a double-chamfered 4centred archway, but from the south as in the photograph, the archway is plain, while the gate passage has a 4centred vault. The bridge which is adjacent to the A1068 is now pedestrianised. The photograph below was taken
from upstream (west), and shows the decoration on this splendid old bridge.
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N24. Weetwood Bridge carries a minor road over the River Till to the east of Wooler. The consensus is that it

was built in the early 16th century, but substantially altered in the late-18th century. It is suggested that lengths of
the approaches are original, but that the arch was rebuilt at the later date, though its form could well have been
preserved. (In shape it is not dissimilar to the justly renowned Twizel Bridge, 20km to the north, though it has
none of the decorative features, which grace the other). The ashlar hump-back bridge comprises a single
segmental arch, spanning 21.4m, flanked by pilaster strips each bearing a niche with a round inset panel above.
There are flat coping stones on top of the 1.2m high parapets. The single deep arch rings are slightly recessed
beneath hood moulds. The unwidened roadway is less than 5m wide, and traffic is now restricted to vehicles
which can negotiate a restrictor only just over 2m wide. It is alleged that the bridge here was used by some of
the Earl of Surrey’s forces before the Battle of Flodden in 1513, as he moved to confront the Scottish army,
again a parallel with Twizel Bridge. Access is easy around the bridge and its setting with the Cheviot Hills in the
background, as in the downstream view below, is very attractive.
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Note on Survival Rates.
In the information sheets, I make references to older bridges appearing on Saxton’s map of 1575. If a surviving
bridge is thought on the basis of other evidence to have been built in the 16th century or earlier, appearance on
this map is useful confirmation that a bridge was there on the date in question. However, there is more to be
gleaned from Saxton’s extraordinary maps which cover most counties of England. I have counted 20 bridges in
Northumberland on his map. Of them, it is my judgement that 7 still stand, at least in part, and are thus in my
compendium, a 35% survival rate; these numbers are quite high within the envelope containing similar estimates
which I have made for other areas of the country. . The low survival rates are a warning against drawing firm
conclusions from examination of the bridges which survive, as together they are no more than a good sized
sample.
Otherwise, I have identified 14 standing bridges built before 1600 in Northumberland, which can be compared
with 7 of those still standing out of Saxton’s 20. So 7 bridges, mainly over small streams and off the beaten
track, were not included by Saxton for various reasons that can be imagined, and no doubt there are others in
the category which have since disappeared. I am not willing to try to quantify the number but it is sufficient to
say that there were substantially more than 20 bridges in Northumberland towards the end of the 16 th century.
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